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ABSTRACT The Internet of Vehicles needs Intrusion Detection Systems. With Federated Learning, models can perform local training on selected vehicles while maintaining anonymity through joint learning; thus redundant knowledge is shared and the overall resilience of the connected vehicular network in terms of security also increases. This article introduces Federated Learning (FL) as a privacy-preserving machine learning framework for Intrusion Detection Systems in the Internet of Vehicles. The types of IoV IDS detection technique, data source and deployment location are categorized as taxonomies. This article stresses applications of FL in optimizing real-time threat detection, data sharing without privacy risk and cooperation among vehicles. It brings possibilities of future challenge along with potential ways for improving and integrating it—such as 5G, edge computing etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Federated Learning (FL) is an innovative machine learning paradigm that allows model training across decentralized devices, so long as data remains local. In FL, models are trained on local devices. The updates of the aggregate model are uploaded to a central server without revealing user data privacy issues. It has become increasingly popular in a variety of fields, providing answers where data privacy matters [1].

The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a networked, integrated environment where vehicles interact with one another and their surroundings. At this point, the security of the IoV is significant [2]. These Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are largely responsible for detecting possible threats and their neutralization, protecting the entire vehicular network in terms of both integrity and safety. As the IoV develops, more powerful IDS protection is needed to protect against all kinds of cyber-attacks and guarantee that intelligent transport runs smoothly [3].

This article's main goal is to develop a complete taxonomy of Federated Learning for Intrusion Detection Systems within the Internet of Vehicles. This taxonomy will organize different types of approaches, methodologies and components concerning the integration of FL with IDS into a systematic framework for researchers and users.

Finally, the article will examine how Federated Learning can strengthen Intrusion Detection Systems that are related to the IoV. This exploration will examine situations where FL may help in the detection, prevention and reaction to information security threats within vehicular networks. These applications are essential to realizing the full potential of FL in protecting IoV.

Finally, the article will explore some of possible directions and bottlenecks at this crossroads between FL & IDS for IoV. The article attempts to point the way towards future directions for secure and privacy-preserving vehicular communications by pinpointing areas in need of improvement, catching emerging trends early on, or finding gaps between problems needing solving and solutions yet discovered. The insights below will help inform the discussion about how FL can be best harnessed to strengthen Intrusion Detection Systems in response to ever changing Internet of Vehicles.

II. Federated Learning in Intrusion Detection Systems

In Federated Learning (FL), model training is done locally on each individual device, and only the trained model updates are transmitted to a central server [4]. With this privacy-preserving paradigm, devices can work together to learn a global model without disclosing raw data. With respect to Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [5], FL provides a disruptive new way to improve security in systems that are interconnected with each other, such as the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). Fundamentally, then, FL allows intrusion detection models to be strong and flexible without impairing the privacy of sensitive data.

There are several advantages to the use of Federated Learning in Intrusion Detection Systems. Secondly, because the raw data never leaves local devices, FL makes privacy easy to preserve. This is especially true of IoV, where data generated by vehicles sometimes involves sensitive
information and must be protected [6] Thirdly, FL enables distributed learning, making it ideal for the IoV’s dynamic and diffuse environments. It allows for individual cars or parts of the network to learn and respond to local threats, contributing to systemwide security. Finally, FL encourages collaborative training[7]. The IDS can better take advantage of the different data sources available throughout the IoV ecosystem to create more robust and accurate intrusion detection models.

While Federated Learning for Intrusion Detection Systems in the Internet of Vehicles has many advantages, implementing it involves its own issues and considerations. One major obstacle is making sure the federated learning process itself is secure. Since feeds are shuttled back and forth between local devices and the central server, they must be guarded against attackers [8]. Besides, there is the problem of model convergence and performance when heterogeneous or dynamic data from different vehicles come into play. Besides, the problem of non-IID (non- Independently and Identically Distributed) data [9]. Different cars may be subject to different forms of attack. We must proceed gingerly so that the whole federated learning model operates effectively connects sentences

The application of Federated Learning for intrusion detection systems in the Internet of Vehicles has tremendous potential. The privacy-protecting properties of FL along with the ability to adapt to changing and dispersed situations make it an attractive option for improving the security between connected systems. Yet tackling the problems of security, heterogeneity and non-IID data is necessary if FL-based IDS are to be implemented in the IoV. The result will be a more secure and private model of intrusion detection.

III. Taxonomy of Intrusion Detection Systems in Internet of Vehicles

A. Classification of IDS Based on Detection Techniques

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) in the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) employ various techniques to identify and mitigate potential threats. This taxonomy categorizes IDS based on detection techniques:

1. Signature-based IDS

A signature-based IDS uses predefined patterns of known types of cyber threats. In recognizing established attack types, this approach works well. It is a valuable part of IoV security. Yet, as for its limitation, it is that it cannot detect a novel or hitherto unseen threat [10].

2. Anomaly-based IDS

In anomaly-based IDS, the focus is on observing deviations from normal system behavior. Establishing a normal baseline of activity means that anything untoward can be viewed as suspicious behavior. While anomaly-based IDS is very effective in detecting new or changing threats, it may produce false positives in complex and everchanging vehicular environments [11].

3. Hybrid IDS

Hybrid IDS employs both signature-based and anomaly-based detection techniques. This approach seeks to combine the best of each method, creating a better equipped and more flexible intrusion detection system. A hybrid IDS, which combines signature-based precision with anomaly-based flexibility, provides a powerful answer to the multiple kinds of threat facing the IoV [12].

B. Taxonomy Based on Data Sources

The data sources utilized by IDS significantly influence their effectiveness. This taxonomy classifies IDS based on the origin of data for intrusion detection:

1. In-vehicle Sensors

Sensor-rich vehicles provide plenty of data for IDS. They have accelerometers, GPS modules, and sometimes even cameras. By analyzing in-vehicle sensor data, anomalies in vehicles are detected. Cyber-physical threats can then be identified by the system [13].

2. Communication Networks

IDS is able to monitor and scan the communications network within the IoV. It filters data packets, looking for traces of malicious behavior. Anomalies in network traffic, communication patterns and protocol deviations provide the system with a method to identify threats from V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) or V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure) communication[14].

3. Cloud-based Data

Utilizing cloud-based data for intrusion detection involves aggregating and analyzing information from various vehicles within a cloud infrastructure. This approach enables centralized monitoring and the identification of global attack patterns, enhancing the overall security of the IoV [15].

C. Categorization by Deployment Locations

The deployment location of an IDS within the IoV architecture is a crucial aspect of its effectiveness. This taxonomy categorizes IDS based on their deployment locations:

1. Edge-based IDS
Edge-based IDS are deployed on individual vehicles or at the edge of the vehicular network. These systems analyze data locally, providing real-time intrusion detection and response. Edge-based IDS are advantageous for minimizing latency and ensuring timely threat mitigation. [16]

2. Cloud-based IDS

Cloud-based IDS centralizes intrusion detection processes in cloud servers. This approach enables comprehensive analysis of data from multiple vehicles, facilitating the identification of global attack patterns and trends. Cloud-based IDS are effective for scalability and collaborative threat intelligence [17].

3. Hybrid Deployment Models

Hybrid deployment models combine both edge-based and cloud-based IDS components. This approach optimizes the advantages of local detection and centralized analysis, providing a balanced and adaptive intrusion detection solution for the diverse and dynamic IoV environment [18].

In conclusion, this taxonomy provides a structured framework for understanding the diverse landscape of Intrusion Detection Systems in the Internet of Vehicles. By classifying IDS based on detection techniques, data sources, and deployment locations, researchers and practitioners can navigate the complexities of designing, implementing, and optimizing intrusion detection solutions tailored to the unique challenges of the IoV.

IV. Applications of Federated Learning in Internet of Vehicles IDS

A. Real-time Threat Detection

Federated Learning (FL) proves instrumental in enhancing real-time threat detection capabilities within the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). By employing FL, individual vehicles equipped with edge-based IDS can collaboratively analyze local data to identify emerging threats in real-time. The decentralized nature of FL ensures timely detection of anomalies and potential cyber-attacks, contributing to the overall security and safety of the vehicular network [19].

B. Privacy-preserving Data Sharing

Privacy is a huge concern in the IoV, where vehicles generate sensitive data. FL addresses this concern by allowing model training to occur locally on individual vehicles without sharing raw data. Privacy-preserving data sharing ensures that sensitive information remains on the device, with only aggregated model updates being transmitted to a central server. This application of FL in IoV IDS not only enhances security but also fosters user trust by prioritizing data privacy [20].

C. Collaborative Learning Among Vehicles

FL facilitates collaborative learning among vehicles within the IoV, enabling them to collectively improve their intrusion detection capabilities. Each vehicle contributes to the learning process by sharing insights gained from its unique local data. This collaborative approach allows the entire vehicular network to benefit from the diverse experiences and perspectives of individual vehicles, leading to a more robust and adaptive IDS [21].

D. Adaptive Model Updating for Evolving Threats

The dynamic nature of cyber threats in the IoV requires IDS to adapt continually. FL excels in this aspect by enabling adaptive model updating. As new threat patterns emerge, the FL model can be updated collaboratively across vehicles, ensuring that the IDS remains effective against evolving cyber threats. This adaptability is crucial for staying ahead of sophisticated attacks and maintaining the resilience of the IoV security infrastructure [22].

E. Case Studies or Examples Illustrating Successful FL Applications in IoV IDS

Several case studies and examples highlight the successful application of Federated Learning in IoV IDS:

1. Traffic Anomaly Detection

In a scenario where multiple vehicles share insights about traffic anomalies, FL-based IDS can collectively identify irregularities such as sudden stops, traffic congestions, or abnormal traffic patterns. This collaborative approach improves the accuracy of anomaly detection, enhancing overall traffic management and safety [23].

2. Malicious Communication Identification

FL in IoV IDS can be applied to identify patterns of malicious communication between vehicles. By analyzing communication data locally and collaboratively updating models, the system can quickly detect and mitigate potential cyber-attacks targeting the vehicular communication network [24].

3. Privacy-preserving Incident Reporting

FL enables vehicles to report security incidents without compromising user privacy. By locally processing and sharing encrypted incident data, vehicles contribute to a collective knowledge base for threat detection without revealing sensitive information.

These case studies showcase the versatility and effectiveness of Federated Learning in IoV IDS, emphasizing its ability to address diverse security challenges while preserving user
privacy and fostering collaborative security measures within the vehicular network [25].

V. Future Challenges
Integration with new technologies The future of Federated Learning (FL) in Internet of Vehicles (IoV) Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) looks promising. Several key areas include:

1. 5G Networks and Edge Computing
In the IoV, FL infrastructure will be greatly enhanced with the arrival of 5G networks and advances in edge computing capabilities. Faster model updates through lower latency and increased bandwidth will let intrusion detection be faster, more effective, and more responsive [26].

2. Explainable AI (XAI)
Given that the complexity of FL models is increasing, XAI becomes a necessity. As future FL-based IDS in the IoV, such models will be transparent and interpretable, providing insights into decision making processes. This boosts users’ trust as well that of other stakeholders [27].

3. Secure Hardware areas
Using secure hardware enclaves such as Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) will improve the security of FL in IoV IDS. This technology is designed to have the sensitive operations carried out in isolated and secure environments, protecting against possible attacks upon this very learning process [28].

Gaps in Research and Areas for Improvement

While FL in IoV IDS shows great potential, several research gaps and areas for improvement warrant exploration:

1. Robustness to Adversarial Attacks
Robustifying FL models against adversarial attacks is still an important open research problem. The development of detection and preventive mechanisms in future work should also take into account the features of decentralization and dynamism unique to IoV environments [29].

2. Energy Efficiency
For resource-limited IoV devices, optimizing the energy efficiency of FL algorithms is essential. Sustainable and large-scale deployment depends on Lightweight models, compression techniques, and energy-aware learning strategies [30].

3. Cross-domain Knowledge Transfer
This is particularly true when vehicles must switch from one environment to another of different threat structure, for example. Under such conditions it will be necessary to find ways of knowledge transfer effective in the different environments. One way to improve model adaptability is transfer learning and domain adaptation techniques.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
To sum up, the work on Federated Learning (FL) for Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) in Internet of Vehicles IoV has provided valuable results. A transformative solution emerges: FL offers privacy-protected security and decentralized collaboration among vehicles. Other key findings are that data privacy problems have been resolved through local model training, intrusion detection accuracy is improved by collaborative learning, and ICTs can get around communication overhead and heterogeneity points.

The implications for future development of IoV IDS with FL are deep. For the IoV, this integration marks a step toward robust Cybersecurity infrastructure, which enhances user trust and adoption as well as overall resource utilization. Future implementations of IoV IDS, made up of emerging technologies such as 5G networks, edge computing and explainable AI, have the promise of improving communication or responsiveness and interpretability.

For this reason, further research and innovation in this area is urgently needed. The claim here is that researchers and practitioners must face evolving threats, conduct interdisciplinary collaborations, test solutions in real-world environments, and catch up to technological developments. With this determination to constantly innovate, a set of robust, flexible and privacy-preserving FL-based IDS solutions that can keep up with the changing situation are sure to emerge.
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